Fokker - CMRO
Component, Maintenance, Repair & Overhaul

Fokker Aircraft Company was founded in 1919 by Dutchman and aviation visionary Anthony Fokker. By 1920 Fokker Aircraft had become the largest aircraft manufacturer in the USA. Having inherited a wealth of expertise, Fokker Services evolved into a service and support organization in 1996.
Fokker Services maintains, overhauls and modifies aircraft and components. We embrace aircrafting: a deep understanding of the total aircraft. You benefit from our knowledge that any repair or modification has a direct effect elsewhere. This insight enables us to enhance an aircraft economic lifetime by reducing operating cost and improving reliability. Doing more to improve your operation and provide you with a great customer experience. That’s aircrafting.

CMRO provides more than just a maintenance service, we offer a spectrum of options and a tailor made solution to suit the specific technical, financial and operational needs of the customer.

Innovative

Innovation
› Develop repair solutions

X-Ray
› Purpose: localize potential problems

Flying Probe
› Purpose: Maximum Electronic Testing

Utilize Engineering capabilities
› Active reliability management

Component maintenance is more than just repair.

Avionics & Instruments
Displays & computers, Navigation & communication, Recorders, Gyro’s & indicators, Electrical power controls

Sheet Metal & Composites
Interiors, Leading Edges, Flight Surfaces, Doors
We see the whole picture.

Reliable

Approvals in place
› FAA, EASA, TCCA and CAAC approvals
› AS9100/ISO9001 certified

Focus on engagement
› High customer retention

Partnerships
› Strong relation and partnerships with various OEMs
› Repair & License Agreements in place

Performance
› Guaranteed TAT support
› Extended warranty coverage

Flexible

Global coverage
› Established network to provide a competent, speedy and flexible service wherever you are
› Component MRO facilities in the United States, the Netherlands and Singapore with 24/7 Global customer services

Component Asset management
› Flexible and dedicated component availability programs & instant exchange support

Hydraulics & Actuation
Pumps, Actuators and PCU’s, Valves, Switches, Accumulators & fuses

Power Generating
IDG’s, Constant speed drives
Starters & generators

Pneumatics
Air cycle machines
Pneumatic starters, Actuators & power drive units, Valves

Electro-Mechanical
Valves, servo’s, controllers, actuators

Fuel
Fuel valves & actuators
Fuel transmitters & switches
The wings of Fokker Services span three continents. With facilities in the United States, the Netherlands and Singapore, Fokker Services has an established network to provide a competent, speedy service wherever you are.

At Fokker we take the time to get to know the people we serve, promising a one on one customer relationship that will exceed expectations. Come on board and reap the rewards and benefits of an organization committed to your ongoing success. All components are certified to meet airworthiness, FAA, EASA and industry requirements.